
CUSTOM PAPER PACKING TAPE

Custom packaging tape makes it easy to brand your shipments. Great for Our reinforced gummed paper tape is
water-activated to securely seal your boxes.

These custom printed gummed carton sealing tapes are printed on the finest kraft paper available from STA
industries so they will withstand the harshest temperatures and keep your boxes sealed tight. Custom kraft tape
is a cardboard textured tape that has your logo or similar design printed on it. It is eco-friendly, reinforced with
fiberglass threads and bonds easily to almost any corrugated surface. Tape and images may be used for
samples or marketing material on our discretion. Packing tape, duct tape and masking tape all have their
unique advantages but kraft gummed tape sets itself apart by its high measure of security. All requests for
returns must be made within 10 days of receipt of goods. Shipping Cost: Shipping cost is included! Plate
Charge: Plate charge is included! As a business owner, you expect maximum cost transparency. Kraft tape
complements your design - choose white cardboard boxes and finish them with this eco-friendly kraft tape.
Recyclable and printed with water-based ink, so you do no damage to the environment. All materials have
their peculiarities and if you have questions, we will be happy to advise you. If you send your products in
mailer boxes, kraft tape can secure your contents, too. Design tapes on your own Get in the shoes of your
graphic designer. It is for example possible to choose printed cardboard and a standard unprinted tape or
unprinted cardboard and a tape printed according to your ideas. Custom ink colors may vary from Pantone
code up to two shades. Thanks to the wax-covered paper, each tape has a vivid and long-lasting imprint. Go
ahead, shop around, compare us and if you can find custom packing tape cheaper anywhere else, we will price
match it. All items must be returned in "as new" condition in the original packaging and have all accessories.
The price in the editor is what you pay. An eco-friendly tape Kraft tape is made from brown paper and is
finished with natural rubber impregnation so that it stays sticky when it gets wet. Add your graphics, choose
the colour of the imprint and place an order. Lead Time: Digital proof will be provided 2 - 3 business days.
Printed adhesive tapes, barrier tapes, stickers and labels or printed cartons are excellent information carriers
and advertising media, complete the image of your company, serve its marketing, allow information about a
product to be communicated to the customer, also protect your shipments from unauthorized opening or theft
of content, enable different positions at public events, events or on construction sites shut off. This means the
more you purchase, the lower shipping rate per item you will have to pay. These qualities make this tape a
great component for your storage demands whether for home, office or industrial usage. If you need labels,
please go to our online form and we will send you a calculation immediately. Each case of tape contains 24
rolls. Unless we made the mistake, shipping charge is not refundable and we will not pay return shipping fees.
Most items will be shipped out within 24 hours after receiving your payment except Saturday, Sunday and
major national holidays.


